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Abstract-Solutions to dual trigonometric series arefrequently given as double singular integrals, which are
not conducive to automatic numerical evaluation. It is suggested that by performing a preliminary Fourier
analysis on the data, the double singular integrals can be eliminated, and the solutions reduced to a finite
number of precisely specified elementary arithmetic operations. This technique is used to reduce to an
algorithm the analytic solution to a dual cosine series which had earlier been derived by the method of
orthogonality relations. Some computational results are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analytic solutions to dual trigonometric series generally contain singular integrals and are thus
refractory to automatednumerical implementation. While tryingto computeanswers to the dual
series (2a-b), it occurred to us that the analytic solution given in]l] could be converted to an
algorithm by a preliminary Fourier analysis of the data. Hopefully, this simple ideawill be useful
in transforming other such solutions into algorithms and aid in developing a rigorous
mathematical theory, sincethe solution in algorithmic form is expressedin elementary termsand
is free of singularities arising as artifacts of the method of solution.
In Section 2 we briefly describe the generaldual trigonometric series problem, the particular
series studiedhere, and the idea behind the analysis. In Section3 the algorithm is given while its
derivation is relegated to the Appendix. In Section 4 computer implementation and numerical
results are discussed.
2. BACKGROUND
Let {cPn (x)} be a complete set of orthogonal trigonometric functions on the interval0 < x < 71'
containing the fixed point c [2. pp. 231 ff.]. Let {an} and {,Bn} be sequences of non-negative
constants, and It(x) and fix) prescribed functions. The general dual trigonometric series
problem is to find coefficients {an} such that
L anancPn(x)=/I(x), O<x<c,
n=1
L an,BncPn(x) = fix), c < x < 71'.
n=l
(la)
(lb)
Such series have their origin in the mixed boundaryvalueproblems of mathematical physics,
especially in the study of cracks in elastic materials [3]. There are available two complementary
approaches for the numerical solution of dual trigonometric series-(i) general approximation
techniques such as least squares[4] and (ii) closedform analytic expressionsfor particularseries.
Our interest here lies in the latter type of solution and its numerical implementation.
Analytic solutions are often expressed as singular integrals [1,3,5-20] and, as a consequence,
these conciseformulas are difficult to evaluatenumerically for they lack the characteristics of an
algorithm-finiteness, definiteness, input, output, and eifectiveness[21].
For a solution to qualify as an algorithm for equation(la, b) wouldimply that given the input
data /I andh each coefficient an couldbe calculated to specified accuracyby a precisely defined,
finite sequenceof rules whose execution involves only a finite numberof elementary arithmetic
operations, In this paper we reduce the dual Fourieranalysisproblem to an algorithm by suitably
pre-editing the input data, viz., we make an ordinary Fourier analysis on II and h prior to
attempting the dual Fourier analysis. (Naturally, the algorithmic resolution of ordinary Fourier
analysis lies beyond the scope of this paper.)Practicallythis amounts to substituting the Fourier
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components coming from the ordinaryFourieranalysis into the analytic solution and simplifying
the resulting expressions.
These notions will be applied to the dual cosine series
1 x ee (1)2aocos2+~1 an cos n +2 x == Ib), 0< X < e,
1 X cc (1)2aao cos2+~I an/3n cos n +2 X == fz(x), e < X < 1T,
(2a)
(2b)
where a is an arbitrary constant and B« == n(n +1)!(2n +1)for n == 0, 1,... recently studied by
Noble and Whiteman [1]. Our attempt to numerically implement their solution led to the present
investigation.
3. INTEGRALS AND ALGORITHMS
Let us define K, r, and PPn by
1( 2 e I . C)K == - 1- a cos - - 2a og sm-2 2 2 and rex, 0) == (cosX - cos 0)1/2
PPo(x)==1+x and PPn(X)==Pn+I(X)-Pn-l(x), n==I,2, ...
where P; is the Legendre polynomial of order n. The answer to (2a,b) found by the method of
orthogonality relations[1] is
ao=l-[ II(e) +y2 r(cos2~-Y(2)Sine!2)(~r9 /I( X) dX) dO
K cos (c!2) 1T Jo 2 r(O,e) dOJo r(x,O)
+y2 r"cot~(f"fz(X)SinXdX)dOJ (3)
1T Jc 2 9 r(O,x)
an == _1_ (C PPn (cosO)[~ (9II(x) dXJ dO +y2 (" PPn(~OS 0)
y(2)1T Jo dO Jo r(x, 0) 1T J. sin0
x [f" {fz(x) - (aao!2) cos (x!2)} sinx dxJ dO, n == 1,2,... (4)
9 r(O,x)
(Equation (3) is an emended version of the expression for ao found in [1].)
Supposethat F(x) is defined by F == lIon 0< X < c and F == h on e < x < 1T.The preliminary
Fourier decomposition of F takes the form,
This suggests evaluating (3) and (4) separatelyfor each component of the Fourierseries, i.e., set
(7)
in (3) and (4). As shownin the Appendix, with this choice of II andh each coefficient an can be
evaluated by the algorithm described below.
Let 8k n denote the Kronecker delta and 'Y == cos e. Let Rkn , Mk n and Ni; be defined thus:
k,n==O,l, ... kv n, (8)
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I [ 2 2(k - 1)
Rkk(y) =2k + I 1+ yPdy)- 2k -1 Pk(y)PH(y)
+2{Pk-t(Y)Pk-2(Y) + Pk-z(y)Pk-3(Y) +... +Ph)Po(Y)}] k 0 1 (9)(2k - 1)(2k - 3) (2k - 3)(2k - 5) 3·1 = , , ... ,
Moo(Y) = - [1+ Y+2 logC; Y)] and Noo(y) =0,
1
Mkn(y) ={jk [(2n + I)Rkn(y) - Pk(y)9JQy)] k = 1,2, ...
n =0,1,2, ... ,
n = 1,2, ...
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
As can be seen from the Appendix, the symmetryrelations Rkn = Rnk, Mkn = Mnk and Ni; = Nnk
are valid. For II and fz given by (7), the coefficients {an} are given by
= ~ [A(I + (j;NOi(y)) + J..LiMoi(y)]
ao K I 2 2
= Ai{j;Nni (y) + J..LiMni(y) aaoMno( y) = I 2
an 2 2 4' n " ... (14)
One evaluation of a cosine and one evaluation of a logarithm are the only computations
involving non-rational functions that are needed in computing {an}, and there several algorithms
available for computing these two functions[22,23]. Otherwise the entire computation depends
solely on computing the Legendre polynomials at y. These were computedby setting Po(Y)= 1,
P,(y) = y and using the recursion relation
(15)
It thus follows that formulas (8)-(15) constitute an algorithm, in the sense enumeratedabove,
for computing {an}.
4. COMPUTER IMPLEMENTAnON
The straightforward programming to implement equations (8)-(15) was carried out by the
authors in FORTRAN IV. It took about 3 sec execution time on a CDC 6400 to compute the first
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Fig. I. In thisexample I, = 0, I, = cos3x/2, ex = V 11', and c = 11' /4.The light lineis the series approximation
with N = 101 and the heavy line represents I, and I,. On this scale the difference between I, and its
approximation isimperceptible exceptveryclose to 11' /4.
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101 coefficients for a given set of input parameters. After obtaining these coefficients we
compared the approximation from the series in (2a-b) with11 and12 at 101 equally spaced points
on the interval 0< x < 11'. Test cases using equation (7) included i == 0-4, C == 11' /4, 11'/2, 411' /5,
a == 0,V 11', )'i == 0, 1,and /-Li == 0, 1. Agreement wasin general closewitherrorsof the orderof 10-3
on mostof the interval. As expected, the error was greaterat the first 2 or 3 points on either side
of the discontinuity at x == c. The typical behavior of an approximate solution is shown in Fig. 1,
which was plotted on line by a CDC 3898 microfilm recorder and controller.
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APPENDIX
The derivation of the algorithm follows. To start note that[24, pp. 35-38]
R••(y) = r p.(x)p.(x) dr, k,n = 0, I, ...
Next let us show that
I' gJ.(x)gJ.(x)M••(y)= 1- 2 dx, k,n=O,l, ... ,_I x
II gJ.(x)gJ.(x)N••(y) = , l-x 2 -dx, k=0,1, ... andn=I,2, ... ,
Now
(16)
(17)
(18)
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Applying integration byparts to the integral on the rightoneshows easilythat it equals the righthandsideof (II). Thecase in
which k or n is zero is handled similarly as well as the argument leading to the equivalence of equations (12) and (18).
From Mehler's representation formulas[24, p. 27]. viz.,
P( 11)= y2 r"cos(i+4)x d = Y2f~sin(i+4)xd '=01
.icos 11' Jo r(x,lI) x 11' , r(lI.x) x, I , .... ,
we see that
.i (8COS (i +~)xd = {3,1I'{P'(cos II) . = 0 I
dll Jo r(x, II) x y(2) sin II • 1 ......
f~ cos(i + !)x sinx 11' •" r(lI.x) dx=2y(2){P'(cosll),1=0.1 ....
Therefore, substituting from (7) into (4) establishes equation (14).
Next we substitute from (7) into (3) which gives
-J..[ (COS(i+!)C {Nokr)_ _ })!!:!. ]
ao- K A, cos(c/2) + (3, 2 y(l y)O,(y) + 2 Mokr)
where Oo(y ) = 0 and
l' {P,(cosll) If' P',(x) .O,(Y)= (0)' odll= -fi ./( _ )dx, /=1.2•...o,.CSIn fJ'Yvxy
(19)
For i = 0, equation (19) is the same as equation (13) so that we can restrict our attention to i 2: 1. Let us expand p', in
Legendre polynomials and use the integral representation [25, p. 786]
T,(y)- T,+,(y) = (i +!)y(l- y) f yf;(~)y) dx
where T, is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Doing so we obtain
2O,(y) = (3,y(l- y) [T,(y) + I-,(y) + ... + Tq(y) +Il,q -1- (I-h) + T,_,(y) + ... + Tp(y))], i = 1,2, ... ,
where p '" (i + I)(mod 2) and q '" i (mod 2).
Let Vi denote the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. Since[25, p, 785J
(20)
and ~ T ()= V'H(Y)~o 2m+I'Y 2
and V,(y) = sin(i + I)c/sin c, equation (13) follows from (19) and (20) after somealgebra. Thiscompletes the derivation of
the algorithm.
